
Museum Access is a ½ hour television series that show-

cases America’s top museums in a new and exciting way.

Each episode of Museum Access focuses on a single  

museum. Host Leslie Mueller brings her dynamic and 

down-to-earth interview style and natural sense of  

curiosity to every episode. She talks with the directors and 

curators to get the insider’s viewpoint. The show opens 

with the museum expert’s overview of what to expect to 

see at a particular museum. This conversation sets up the 

adventure the viewer is about to embark on.

We then continue on to a specific museum exhibit where 

we take a behind-the-scenes look to learn even more. 

We see exhibitions being set up or refreshed, artists and 

artisans at work in their studios, rare artifacts, bustling 

science labs and medical spaces in museums. Areas and 

artifacts that are normally off limits to the everyday visitor.

Museum Access is inspiring, entertaining and just plain 

fun to watch while showcasing America’s diverse cultural 

heritage and human achievement.

Leslie Mueller is a lifelong artist and  

museum lover. She began her training at 

the Art Institute of Chicago at the age of 

13. Her award winning fine art is  

represented in private and corporate  

collections worldwide and is included 

in the United States Art in the Embassies program. She is 

also an award winning art director/producer.

Experienced in front of and behind the camera, Leslie 

produced segments for LifeTime television DIY shows and 

created her award winning program, Art & Style on  

Connecticut Cablevision which aired for over 10 years.

She currently, can be heard on WGCH radio in Connecticut 

as the art savvy guest host of Anything Goes. 

 “I have had the opportunity to visit many of the world’s 
greatest museums. I learned that no matter where they 
are located, museums are all about education,  
exploration and inspiration. They  
are a gift to those that walk 
through their doors”.

______________________ 

For more information and to  

view clips of the shows go to  

www.museumaccess. 

com/shows. Or contact us at  

info@museumaccess.com 
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Museum Access Show Description

Leslie Mueller Host & Executive Producer of Museum Access

Thanks to the generosity of the U.S. Dept. of Education, Museum  

Access will be both Close Captioned and Audio Described making it 

fully accessible to all viewers.
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